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The only source dedicated exclusively to the emerging technologies shaping the future
of business and national security.

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features blockchain’s potential to address the top five
challenges in Industry 5.0, commercial satellite imagery coupled with AI-powered

monitoring and detection, the inability of US universities to meet the growing demand for
AI education, China’s launching of liquid propellant rockets from sea platforms,

Samsung’s mass production of 3-nanometer chips, and NIST’s selection of the first set
of quantum-resistant encryption algorithms to protect data from cyberattacks.



NEXT5 NEWS & AMPLIFICATIONS
→ In May, the UK’s MI5 disrupted a “sophisticated attack” by Chinese Communist Party
agents against critical aerospace companies, MI5 head Ken McCallum revealed on
Wednesday in an unprecedented joint address alongside US FBI Director Chris Wray. The
two also accused China of deploying a global network of spies to hack and penetrate
governments, businesses, universities, and local communities to steal secrets and influence
public opinion. McCallum and Wray gave the address to business and academic leaders in
London to sound the alarm on the threat of Chinese state action against businesses. However,
both of them were also careful to distinguish between Chinese state actors and positive
collaboration with Chinese businesses. They said there was no need for businesspeople to
maket heir business a “fortress” bunt warned that “if you are involved in cutting-edge tech, AI,
advanced research, or product development, the changes are your know-how is of material
interest to the CCP.” The FBI director also stated that there are signs that the Chinese have
looked for ways to "insulate their economy" against potential sanctions, possibly drawing
lessons from Russia's experience since the war. He also warned that if Taiwan is invaded,
Western investments in China could be lost. China’s Foreign Ministry pushed back on Director
Wray’s statement about the threat China poses, saying the US is “the biggest threat to world
peace, stability, and development.” #USA #GBR #CHN #TWN #SCRM #Cybersecurity
#Geopolitics Business Insider SCMP

→ China accused the US National Security Agency of conducting a cyberattack on
Chinese scientific research organizations. The National Computer Virus Emergency
Response Center in Beijing claimed that FoxAcid, a hacking program linked to the US National
Security Agency (NSA), was discovered in hundreds of key information systems used by
scientific research institutes. They also claimed that the attack could indicate the NSA’s
preparations for larger-scale cyberwarfare. FoxAcid is a critical component of the NSA's
cyberespionage operations, particularly against China and Russia, and is used by the computer
network exploitation team affiliated with the NSA's Office of Tailored Access Operations (TAO),
according to documents revealed by former NSA contractor Edward Snowden. It targets bugs in
popular web browsers such as Microsoft Internet Explorer and Apple Safari in order to support
cross-platform attacks. Since then, China has strengthened its information security
infrastructure. Beijing introduced a new national cybersecurity standard known as "hierarchical
protection 2.0" in 2019. The standard requires all public institutions to conduct regular drills to
strengthen their cyberdefenses. However, universities and research institutes continue to be a
source of concern. SCMP

Analyst Comment: Noting that this piece was published by a Chinese news source, we
assess there are significant exaggerations and misstatements in this messaging. China
has a history of holding onto old information and releasing it later for strategic effect or
signaling towards its adversaries. It is unclear if this piece was published at this time in
response to an event or to strategically position China for future geopolitical events. This
activity is consistent with the Chinese Communist Party's military-civilian fusion (MCF)
cyber strategy to strengthen China's cyber resilience and achieve cyber sovereignty. It is
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also likely part of China’s strategic intent to both normalize their espionage behaviors
and establish themselves as a cyber superpower that peers with the US.

DIGITALIZATION
→ Researchers identified blockchain (BC) technology's potential to address the top five
challenges in Industry 5.0:

1. Centralization: The current challenge is that systems are fragmented, and data storage
is an issue. This has implications for network latency and computing capacity
requirements. BC would address this challenge by establishing decentralized access,
increased transparency, and low-cost processing power, among other benefits.

2. Establishing Trust: Manufacturers are currently facing safety requirement challenges.
This has implications for increased redundancy and platform reliance. Because the
ledger's immutability prevents tampering, BC would provide a solution to this problem.

3. Security: The current issue involves unauthorized data access and modification. Data
breaches, data loss, centralized servers, and single points of failure are all affected. With
BC technology, databases would not be centralized, immutable record ledgers.

4. Cost: The current challenge necessitates the use of middlemen, mediators, and a
centralized system. This has cost and time implications, as well as a high risk of fraud
and product duplication. The application of BC technology would result in a
decentralized database and bitcoin payment processing.

5. Transparency: The current challenge revolves around policies, standards, rules, and
monitoring systems specific to each company. This has implications for poor customer
relationships and decreased visibility. BC technology would address this issue by
utilizing distributed ledger technology with a consensus method for transaction
verification.

#DIG #FIN IEEE Xplore

→ TikTok’s CEO has written to nine Republican senators to outline new efforts by the
popular video app to protect US user data, amid renewed congressional scrutiny of
access to that information by employees of its Chinese parent company, ByteDance.
Shou Zi Chew wrote in the letter, dated Thursday, June 30, that he was aware that TikTok was
among the most scrutinized platforms from a security standpoint, and that the company aims to
remove any doubt about the security of US user data. Steps taken by the company to address
data security concerns included an initiative called “Project Texas,” a series of protocols to
restrict data access being created in coordination with the US government, Chew wrote. As we
previously reported, TikTok has moved all its US user data to cloud servers operated by US
cloud computing company Oracle, though it continues to store backups in its own data centers
in the US and Singapore. According to Chew, TikTok expected to eventually delete those
backups as it pivoted “fully” to the Oracle platform. Even though TikTok said it was willing to
work with foreign governments on “valid” law enforcement requests, Chew wrote in his letter that
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the company had never been asked to hand over user data to Chinese authorities and would
not accede in such a scenario. #DIG #USA #CHN SCMP

→ China’s NFT industry published a “self-discipline initiative” promising identity checks
for users, adherence to the country’s ban on cryptocurrencies, and a promise not to
establish secondary marketplaces to fight speculation. The document, an effort by private
companies that is not legally binding, was published by the China Cultural Industry Association
last week. Many companies involved in China’s digital collectibles market have signed on,
including Tencent, Baidu, JD.com, and Ant Group. The agreement calls on signatories to resist
speculation in the market. “Do not contain financial assets or unlicensed financial products,
including securities, insurance, credit and precious metals, in blockchain-supported goods,” it
reads. The document also said digital collectible platforms should have relevant certifications,
including those required for blockchain service providers, internet culture operators, and
telecoms business operators. #DIG #FIN #CHN SCMP

SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ Commercial satellite imagery, coupled with AI-powered monitoring and detection,
could soon make it very difficult – if not impossible – to establish secret nuclear
programs or maintain secrecy around existing ones. Satellites operated by private
companies located in more than 30 countries now provide imagery that once was accessible
only to a handful of governments. According to the Union of Concerned Scientists’ database, as
of January 1, 2022, there were 4,852 satellites in orbit, 72 percent of which being commercial
systems. The civilian space industry is experiencing extraordinary growth made possible by
advancements in technology, increased governmental and public demand for services, and
cheaper space launches. Following this growth and relaxation of distribution restrictions,
providers of commercial satellite imagery are launching new constellations and encouraging the
development of novel applications of overhead imagery. With the large amount of data being
downlinked to ground stations each day, AI algorithms are increasingly used for the processing
of raw imagery, object classification, and identification of correlations and irregular behavior.
Within the next few decades, swarms of commercial surveillance satellites could make real-time
multispectral satellite imagery available globally. Aided by AI, this could be exploited to create
an automated system that monitors sites and detects the appearance or removal of objects
relevant to civilian and military nuclear programs.
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#SAT #AI Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists

→ A United Launch Alliance Atlas 5 launched a US Space Force experimental
missile-warning satellite into orbit on July 1. The $1.1B USSF-12 mission to
geosynchronous Earth orbit carried two satellites: the Wide Field of View (WFOV)
missile-warning spacecraft for the US Space Force, and a ring-shaped payload adapter with six
classified smallsat experiments for DoD’s Space Test Program. WFOV is a mid-sized spacecraft
made by Millennium Space Systems with an infrared sensor payload developed by L3Harris
under a 2016 contract from the US Air Force. WFOV is a testbed satellite; it is not part of an
operational missile-warning constellation but is a stand-alone experiment. At 1k kilograms,
WFOV is about one-fourth the size of the Space Based Infrared System (SBIRS) spacecraft that
currently performs strategic and tactical missile warning for the Defense Department. The
WFOV satellite, equipped with a staring sensor, will be used to test different ways to collect and
report missile launch data. According to the Space Force, the research will inform the design of
future missile-warning satellites, and WFOV will be able to continuously monitor up to one-third
of the Earth’s surface. #SAT #USA Space News

→ Germany has unveiled a plan to counter cyberattacks on satellites. The document,
published last week, is the result of a year of work by Airbus Defense and Space, the German
Space Agency at the German Aerospace Center (DLR), and The Federal Office for Information
Security (BSI), among others. It is focused on defining minimum requirements for cyber security
for satellites. The guide categorizes the protection requirements of various satellite missions
from "Normal" to "Very High" with the goal of covering as many missions as possible. It is also
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intended to cover information security from manufacture through the operation of satellites. The
"Normal" category correlates to damage that is limited and manageable. "High" is
high-consequence damage that "can significantly limit the operation of the satellite system." As
for "Very High," the attack could result in shutdown and "reach an existentially threatening,
catastrophic extent for the operator or the manufacturer." #SAT #Cybersecurity #DEU The
Register

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ Research conducted by Georgetown’s Center for Security and Emerging Technology
(CSET) reveals that computer science departments across the US do not have enough
faculty to meet the growing demand for AI education. Over the last decade, the increase in
computer science enrollments has far outpaced the growth in computer science faculty, who are
responsible for much of the AI instruction at US universities. Universities have started restricting
access to CS courses, and academic leaders have publicly lamented the difficulty of recruiting
and retaining qualified AI faculty. When teaching capacity gaps are discussed, policymakers
often attribute them to a shortage of AI faculty caused by a combination of tech companies
“poaching” professors and recent PhD graduates losing interest in academic careers. While
these experts may have correctly identified teaching capacity gaps at US universities, little
evidence suggests the outflow of AI experts from academia to industry has distorted the job
market, or even that industry hiring is uniformly negative. Furthermore, while a greater share of
PhD graduates is indeed flocking to industry, the available data shows that many are still
interested in pursuing academic careers, and the total number of PhD graduates who enter
academia each year has remained relatively constant. Measures policymakers can explore to
close teaching capacity gaps include creating federal grants to facilitate faculty hiring,
incentivizing industry to support university education, and expanding access to government data
and computing resources. #AI #USA CSET

→ Malicious individuals are using stolen PII and voice and video deepfakes to try to
secure remote IT, programming, database, and software-related jobs, the FBI warned last
week. Deepfakes are created with deep machine learning algorithms and generative adversarial
networks and are becoming increasingly difficult to spot. The FBI’s warning reveals a recent
increase in complaints of individuals using deepfakes and stolen PII to apply for a variety of
remote jobs and work-at-home positions, some of which “include access to customer PII,
financial data, corporate IT databases and/or proprietary information.” These individuals are
using stolen PII to try to bypass pre-employment background checks, and voice spoofing – or
potentially voice deepfakes – during online interviews. The FBI highlighted that the actions and
lip movement of those interviewed on-camera do not completely coordinate with the audio of the
person speaking. While these discrepancies may be easy to notice, they are also easily
dismissed due to the occasional frailty of audio and video communications. Organizations
looking for IT professionals, programmers, software developers, and database administrators
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are advised to take extra precautions to ensure they are not ensnared by these and other
attackers. #AI #Cybersecurity Help Net Security

→ Researchers created a robotic AI system that can autonomously determine the best
conditions for growing functional replacement retinal pigment layers from stem cells
required for vision to make regenerative medicine research more efficient and practical.
Retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) cells were chosen because degeneration of these cells is a
common age-related disorder that causes blindness. Moreover, transplanted RPE retinal layers
have already shown some clinical success. The new Maholo system is controlled by AI software
that employs a newly designed optimization algorithm to determine which parameters should be
changed and how they should be changed, thereby improving differentiation efficiency in the
next round of experiments. Although RPE cells were successfully generated in all experiments,
the efficiency was only 50%. Following the establishment of this baseline, the AI began the
optimization process in order to determine the best conditions among all chemical and physical
parameters. What would have taken humans over two and a half years to complete took only
185 days for the robotic AI system, resulting in a 90% rate of differentiation efficiency. In
practice, these cells exhibited many of the typical biological markers that would qualify them for
transplantation into an eye with a damaged RPE cell layer. #AUT #AI #BIO #JPN Phys.org eLife

NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
→ A $600M DoD initiative for 5G wireless networks at military bases primarily focused on
terrestrial communications is being watched by the satellite industry as non-terrestrial
networks increasingly become part of the 5G ecosystem. According to Rick Lober, vice
president and general manager of the defense business division of Hughes Network System,
after the experimentation phase, the project may be programmed for operational use. The next
step would be for DoD to take advantage of low Earth orbit satellites with lower latencies to
deliver 5G for mobile users. Most recently, satellite communication provider SatixFy Technology
announced it successfully demonstrated 5G backhaul communications connected to a OneWeb
satellite in low Earth orbit. Amazon’s LEO network known as Project Kuiper has teamed with
Verizon to pair Verizon’s 5G terrestrial mobile network with Kuiper satellites. The Pentagon
views the 5G race as part of the US strategic competition with China, and the DoD could
leverage mobile 5G to fill communications needs not currently met by military satellites,
according to Lober. #5G #USA #CHN Space News

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
→ Chinese regulators have ramped up a sweeping crackdown on online scams as they
warn of an increasing number of counterfeit financial services apps to deceive
consumers. Internet watchdog the Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC) stated on Friday,
July 1, that it had removed 42k of these counterfeit apps since the start of this year, adding the
illegal platforms to its fraud list, according to a statement posted by the regulator on its official
WeChat account. This list now includes more than 3.8M websites and 514k apps. The regulator
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said scammers are behind a growing number of counterfeit finance apps that imitate widely
known platforms like those of JD Finance, operated by JD.com’s fintech arm JD Technology,
and Mashang Consumer Finance, one of the country’s largest online lenders to consumers. An
estimated 5,677 fraudulent apps were found to mimic JD Finance, according to the CAC
statement. Consumers have also been tricked by some fraudulent platforms that claimed to be
state-backed. Citing one example of online fraud, regulators said scammers in June conned an
internet user surnamed Qin out of $8,950 after downloading a counterfeit Mashang Consumer
Finance app. The fake app had asked Qin to pay $1,490 for financial loan insurance and $7,454
as capital verification fee. No loan was given and no money was returned. #FIN #Cybersecurity
#DIG SCMP

→ Most countries lack “travel rule” laws that could help prevent the illicit use of
cryptocurrency by criminals and terrorists, according to a global anti-money-laundering
watchdog on Thursday, June 30. The rules would require companies and service providers to
share information about senders and recipients in cryptocurrency transactions. Only about 30%
of jurisdictions surveyed by the Financial Action Task Force said they have passed such
legislation, and only a small subset of the group has started enforcement of the laws. FATF, a
Paris-based intergovernmental body that develops and promotes anti-money-laundering
standards, said in a report published Thursday that more countries need to understand the
money-laundering and terrorist-financing risks within the crypto industry, and one way to
mitigate such risks is to implement travel rules. As of March, only 29 of 98 jurisdictions that
responded to FATF’s survey said they had passed relevant rules and only 11 of those 29 had
started enforcement and supervision of those rules. FATF said it would help promote the
implementation of the travel-rule requirement by facilitating discussions with member countries
and monitoring market trends that might need additional work. #FIN #FRA WSJ

AEROSPACE & SPACE
→ Chinese state-owned and commercial companies are developing capabilities to launch
liquid propellant rockets from sea platforms to boost the country’s launch options. China
has already demonstrated the ability to launch the Long March 11 solid rocket from sea
platforms. Now, private firms including Orienspace and the state-owned China Academy of
Launch Vehicle Technology (CALT) are developing larger, liquid-propellant Gravity series
rockets and adapting Long March 8 launchers for sea launches. A new spaceport near Haiyang
in the eastern coastal province of Shandong is attracting a range of space sector firms and is
fostering an industry chain. Having been used so far for repurposed vessels, a
162.5-meter-long, 40-meter-wide “New-type rocket launching vessel” is under construction and
is expected to facilitate its first launch in 2022. RSpace, a liquid rocket component startup, is
now constructing a 230-acre manufacturing and testing facility for storage tanks and liquid
rocket body structures at Haiyang with a planned total investment of $119M. The project has
received backing from the city and province and is listed as a key project for Shandong. This
development indicates a concerted attempt to support liquid sea launches; its proximity would
ease rocket transportation issues for customers. China’s launch rate has expanded rapidly in
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recent years. The country launched 19 times in 2015, all with Long March rockets. Last year,
China conducted 55 launches, including missions from commercial actors.

#AER #CHN Space News

→ The government of New Zealand has formally joined a US-led ban on the testing of
destructive direct-ascent antisatellite (ASAT) weapons to build momentum for a global
prohibition on such tests. In a July 1 speech at the University of Otago, New Zealand Foreign
Minister Nanaia Mahuta announced that the government would join the declaration by the US in
April that it would not conduct such “irresponsible” ASAT tests because of the debris they
produce, increasing the risk of collisions with satellites. The decision has no practical effect on
New Zealand’s space activities, as the country had neither developed nor proposed to develop
direct-ascent ASATs. The Foreign Minister stated that New Zealand neither has the capability
nor is it looking to develop it. “But our commitment is a further expression of our multilateral
commitment towards establishment of rules and norms” she stated. #SAT #Geopolitics #USA
#NZL Space News

→ Virgin Galactic signed an agreement with Boeing subsidiary Aurora Flight Sciences to
build the company's new twin-fuselage carrier plane that will ferry its next-generation
spaceship toward space. The companies announced the agreement on Wednesday, July 6.
Virgin Galactic, the space tourism firm founded by Richard Branson, has been building a more
durable, mass-producible successor to its flagship SpaceShipTwo spaceplane, which drops
from the underbelly of a carrier plane before rocketing to the edge of space for a few minutes.
Aurora, Boeing's aeronautics and aviation research unit, will build two new carrier planes for the
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SpaceShipTwo successor, which Virgin Galactic calls Delta-class vehicles. The new Delta-class
ships are designed for faster production rates and to fly ~200 flights per year, according to the
company. #AER #USA Reuters

BIOTECHNOLOGY
→ Alithea Genomics, a biotech startup spun off from EPFL, "tags" RNA strands from
hundreds of samples, allowing them to be analyzed in a single tube rather than hundreds
of tubes. The startup, which currently employs seven people and raised $1M in May, is gearing
up to launch new products and expand its manufacturing capabilities. Their Bulk RNA Barcoding
and sequencing (BRB-seq) method allows scientists to quickly and easily prepare and barcode
RNA samples for simultaneous sequencing of up to 384 samples in a single test tube. This
method is 25 times less expensive than traditional methods and reduces the time required to
sequence hundreds of samples from several days to a few hours. In addition to lowering costs
and shortening analysis times, the process reduces the amount of plastic and chemical
compounds required significantly. After conventional machines have sequenced a sample, the
data is run through a proprietary cloud software program that assigns the strands to the correct
genome. The software is currently available online and is available to all BRB-seq users for free.
#BIO #MFG #CHE EPFL

GREEN TECHNOLOGY

→ Tesla’s commanding lead in the EV market is shrinking, according to sales figures
released this week by Warren Buffett-backed Chinese automaker BYD. BYD revealed that
it sold 641,350 “new energy vehicles” – or full-battery electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids – in
the first six months of 2022, according to a company filing. That sales figure marked an increase
of about 314% compared to the same period one year earlier. BYD sold more than 134k
vehicles in June alone, according to the release. By comparison, Elon Musk’s Tesla sold
564,743 vehicles during the first half of 2022 – a tumultuous period in which the company
scrambled to overcome a lengthy shutdown at a key production plant in Shanghai and other
supply chain-related disruptions. Of the 641,350 vehicles sold by BYD during the first half of the
year, more than 314k were hybrids. Conversely, all of Tesla’s 564,743 cars sold were full battery
EVs – meaning Tesla still leads the world by that measure. #GRN #USA #CHN New York Post

→ Engineers at UCSD have developed lithium-ion batteries that perform well at freezing
cold and scorching hot temperatures while packing a large amount of energy. The
researchers accomplished this by developing an electrolyte that is versatile and robust
throughout a wide temperature range, but also compatible with a high-energy anode and
cathode. Such batteries could allow electric vehicles in cold climates to travel farther on a single
charge; they could also reduce the need for cooling systems to keep the vehicles' battery packs
from overheating in hot climates, according to Zheng Chen, a professor of nanoengineering at
the UCSD Jacobs School of Engineering. #GRN #USA Tech Xplore
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ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
NSTR

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
→ Xiaomi on Monday, July 4, unveiled the ‘Cyberdog’, a robotic quadruped resembling
an actual dog. The four-legged robot is powered by Nvidia’s Jetson Xavier NX AI
Supercomputer for Embedded Edge Systems and is paired with 128 GB of SSD storage. The
CyberDog is equipped with 11 sensors that provide instant feedback to guide its movements. It
is also capable of perceiving its surroundings and comes with camera sensors including AI
interactive cameras, binocular ultra-wide angle fisheye cameras, and Intel RealSense D450
Depth module. Coupled with human posture and face recognition tracking, CyberDog can
create navigation maps in real-time. With the Cyberdog, the Chinese smartphone maker aims to
enter the market of robotics and quadrupeds with possible applications in security screening in
the future. #MFG #AI #DIG #CHP #CHN The Hindu

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
→ Samsung has begun mass production of 3-nanometer chips that are more powerful
and efficient than previous chips, beating rival TSMC to a critical milestone in the race to
build the world's most advanced chips. Samsung's 3nm chips will use the Gate-All-Around
transistor architecture, which reduces power consumption by up to 45% and improves
performance by 23% when compared to 5nm chips. The launch of 3nm node chip production by
Samsung, based on a new-generation transistor architecture, should have no effect on TSMC's
market share and sales growth over the next year, according to an analyst. Despite the
improved performance, Samsung's 3nm chip must demonstrate that it can be produced at the
same cost-efficiency level as TSMC's most advanced N3 process before it can win new orders
from Apple, Qualcomm, and other large chip designers, the analyst added.
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#CHP #KOR #TWN Bloomberg

→ UK tech firm Rockley Photonics was forced to find a new manufacturer after the
subsidiary of China's Wingtech Technology took over the Newport Wafer Fab. Rockley
CEO Andrew Rickman told British lawmakers on Tuesday, July 5 that the company planned to
continue producing sensors for the healthcare market at Nexperia NV's Newport Wafer Fab. He
said the relationship ended after Nexperia purchased the plant. The Newport acquisition was
completed a year ago, but it is the subject of an investigation under the UK's new National
Security and Investment Act, which could result in ministers challenging the deal retroactively.
China has been aggressively pursuing foreign semiconductor technologies in order to aid the
development of a domestic chip industry and reduce its reliance on imports. While Newport isn't
a major player in the global chipmaking industry, it has received funding to develop silicon
carbide-based chips, also known as “third-generation” chips, which China is racing to develop.
#CHP #Geopolitics #GBR #CHN Bloomberg

→ In the last five years, the Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) has adopted AI for combat
and support functions but the PLA's progress in AI and related technologies is heavily reliant on
AI chips, which are designed in the US, and manufactured in Taiwan and South Korea.
Therefore, CSET proposes expanding open-source intelligence collection and
implementing new export control measures based on high-end chip features:
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1. Nvidia, Xilinx (now AMD), Intel, and Microsemi designed nearly all of the 97 AI chips
CSET found in PLA purchase records. CSET found no public records of PLA units or
state-owned defense enterprises ordering AI chips, such as HiSilicon (Huawei), Sugon,
Sunway, Hygon, or Phytium.

2. US regulators would face difficulty in targeting the PLA's intermediary chip suppliers due
to the difficulty of tracking AI chips and the large number of potential vendors. The PLA
buys AI systems from Chinese academic institutions and private firms, which buy
US-designed chips and are not easily captured by US restrictions on military end-users.

3. China's defense industry must be better understood to control PLA AI chip access. Not
their applications or end-users, but the physical and technical characteristics of exported
chips to China could be regulated. US allies must support this policy for it to be effective.
Banning chip exports to China would alienate regional partners and hurt the US
semiconductor industry. US open-source intelligence could help understand China's AI
defense industry.

#CHP #AI #Geopolitics #USA #CHN #TWN #KOR CSET

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ University of Edinburgh physicists used mathematical calculations to demonstrate
that quantum communications across interstellar space are theoretically possible. The
group describes their calculations as well as the possibility of extraterrestrial beings attempting
to communicate with humans using such signaling in a paper published in the journal Physical
Review D. Scientists have studied quantum communications as a secure message delivery
method for years. Research shows it's practically impossible to intercept such messages
undetected. The researchers questioned if such interplanetary communications might be viable.
To find out, they used math that describes the movement of X-rays across a medium, such as
those that travel between the stars. More specifically, they looked to see if their calculations
could show the degree of decoherence that might occur during such a journey. They wanted to
determine if their computations might anticipate trip decoherence. Quantum particles lose some
or all of their distinct features when they encounter impediments. Such events are known as
decoherence, and engineers working to build quantum networks have been devising ways to
overcome the problem. Previous studies show that interstellar space is clean. Space is so
clean, in fact, that X-ray photons could travel hundreds of thousands of light years without
becoming subject to decoherence — and that includes gravitational interference from
astrophysical bodies. The researchers noted in their work that optical and microwave bands
would work equally well. #QNT #AER #GBR Phys.org

GEOPOLITICS
→ The US is pushing the Netherlands to prohibit ASML from selling older semiconductor
manufacturing equipment to China, as part of an effort to slow the country's rise,
according to people familiar with the matter. In an effort to thwart China's plans to become the
world leader in chip production, Washington's proposed restriction would expand an existing
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moratorium on the sale of the most advanced systems to China. If the Netherlands agrees, it
would significantly broaden the range and class of chipmaking equipment currently prohibited
from entering China, potentially dealing a significant blow to Chinese chipmakers. American
officials are lobbying their Dutch counterparts to prevent ASML from selling some of its older
deep ultraviolet lithography technology, according to the sources. If ASML is barred from selling
deep ultraviolet tools in China, its sales could fall by 5-10%. Because the chip equipment
maker's revenue already reflects a ban on shipments of extreme ultraviolet tools to the country,
it may be less affected than peers such as Applied Materials, which derives 25-30% of its sales
from China, according to analysts. The Dutch government has yet to agree to any additional
restrictions on ASML's exports to Chinese chipmakers, which could harm the country's trade
relations with China. ASML is already unable to ship its most advanced extreme ultraviolet, or
EUV, lithography systems to China, which cost approximately $164M per unit, due to a lack of
an export license from the Dutch government. #Geopolitics #CHP #SCRM #USA #NLD #CHN
Bloomberg SCMP

→ In its latest effort to decouple the country from foreign operating systems such as
Microsoft Windows and Apple's macOS, China has created an open platform to
accelerate the development of a domestic desktop operating system. Kylinsoft, a
subsidiary of the state-owned China Electronics Corp, established an open-source code
community last week in collaboration with more than ten Chinese entities, including the National
Industrial Information Security Development Research Center. Known as "openKylin," it enables
programmers to publish and share computer code related to the Kylin operating system. China's
search for a competitive domestic operating system has lasted decades, with some candidates
already on the market. Kylin was created by the People's Liberation Army's National University
of Defense Technology, which has been licensing Kylinsoft for commercial applications since
2014 as part of China's efforts to reduce its reliance on Western technologies. Those efforts,
however, have yet to yield a Chinese system capable of competing with Microsoft Windows,
which commands an 85% market share in mainland China. #Geopolitics #DIG #USA #CHN
SCMP

CYBERSECURITY
→ On July 5, the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) selected the
first set of quantum-resistant encryption algorithms to protect sensitive data from
advanced cyberattacks. The four chosen encryption algorithms will be included in the NIST's
post-quantum cryptographic standard, which is expected to be completed in about two years.
The CRYSTALS-Kyber algorithm was chosen by the agency for general encryption, which is
used for access to secure websites. NIST chose three other algorithms for digital signatures:
CRYSTALS-Dilithium, FALCON, and SPHINCS+. The agency stated that four additional
algorithms are being considered for inclusion in its new cryptographic standard. #Cybersecurity
#QNT #USA NIST The Record

→ Hackers claimed to have stolen data from about 1B Chinese residents after breaching
a Shanghai police database, in what industry experts are calling the country's largest
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cybersecurity breach in history. The entity claiming the attack has offered to sell more than
23 TB of stolen data from the database, including names, addresses, birthplaces, national IDs,
phone numbers, and criminal case information, according to an anonymous post on an online
cybercrime forum. The unidentified hacker demanded 10 bitcoin (~$200k). The magnitude of the
alleged leak has sent shockwaves through the Chinese security community. On July 4, Zhao
Changpeng, the founder and CEO of cryptocurrency exchange Binance, tweeted that the
company had discovered a breach of 1B resident records "from one Asian country," without
specifying which, and that it had since increased verification procedures for potentially affected
users. The latest alleged incident highlighted the difficulties Beijing faces as it collects data on
hundreds of millions of people while tightening controls on sensitive online content. It is
unknown how the alleged cyberattackers in this month's breach obtained access to Shanghai
police servers. One popular theory among cybersecurity experts was that the breach was
caused by a third-party cloud infrastructure partner. #Cybersecurity #DIG #CHN Bloomberg

→ An investigation discovered thousands of email records that revealed how Indian
cyber mercenaries hacked parties involved in legal cases around the world,
demonstrating how hired cyber spies have become the secret weapon of litigants
seeking an edge. There were 35 cases in which Indian hackers attempted to obtain documents
from one or both sides of a courtroom battle by sending them password-stealing emails. These
hacking attempts targeted at least 75 US and European companies, three dozen advocacy and
media groups, and numerous Western business executives. One example was aviation
executive Farhad Azima, an Iranian-American who was found liable by a London court for
cheating his former business partner, an investment fund based in the emirate of Ras Al
Khaimah. But the case relied heavily on hacked emails that had mysteriously been posted to the
web by an apparent whistleblower. Azima initiated his own investigation when Reuters
contacted him. His legal team searched his and his colleagues' inboxes and found 700
malicious emails in 16 months. The breach occurred in March 2016, according to Azima's legal
team. In legal filings, Azima's lawyers accused Indian tech firms CyberRoot Risk Advisory
Private Ltd and BellTroX Infotech Services Private Ltd of spying. CyberRoot's hackers created
anonymous websites to distribute Azima's stolen emails, according to court documents. A
former CyberRoot employee was quoted in one of the filings as saying the “Azima Exposed”
sites were intended “to mimic a genuine whistleblower campaign in similar fashion to offshore
leaks like the Panama Papers.” In March of last year, Azima won a retrial in his London case,
with a three-judge panel at Britain's Court of Appeal ruling that the revelations from India would
necessitate a complete re-evaluation of the evidence supporting the hacking claim. “The
hack-for-hire companies may be thousands of miles away, but the victims are often U.S. citizens
on U.S. soil,” according to Azima. #Cybersecurity #IND #USA #EUR Reuters

SUPPLY CHAINS
→ A TSMC chemicals supplier has warned of further price increases for chip materials,
which could further exacerbate the global semiconductor supply chain. Showa Denko, a
Japanese chemicals supplier, expects to raise prices further and reduce unprofitable product
lines as the $550B semiconductor industry faces numerous economic challenges. According to
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CFO Hideki Somemiya, this is in addition to at least a dozen hikes already this year, reflecting
Covid-19 supply chain issues, surging energy costs from the Ukraine war, and the yen's
dramatic weakening. He stated that the situation is unlikely to improve significantly until at least
2023. The Tokyo-based supplier, which supplies critical chip fabrication materials to companies
such as TSMC and Infineon Technologies, has been forced to drastically increase the costs it
passes on to customers. Because it is a key supplier of chemicals used early in the
manufacturing chain by chip makers and other manufacturers such as Toyota, price increases
could potentially strain margins or put customers under pressure to follow suit. Showa Denko is
not alone in raising prices, as other component makers and materials suppliers have made
similar moves to cope with the difficult market, according to an analyst. #SCRM #CHP #TWN
#JPN SCMP
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